Residor

Introduction To Doors
Offering an extensive variety of high-quality uPVC, Timber, Aluminium
and Composite doors, we’re confident in helping you to find that
front door to match your property’s character.
With over 40 years of experience supplying and fitting doors across
Surrey, you can trust us to successfully create and implement
your dream door. Our range of doors are attractive, robust, lowmaintenance, and will significantly improve the overall appearance
of your home.

Our range of doors
We utilise the highest grade of materials with any of our doors,
along with the latest product technology. In partnership with some
of the leading door manufacturers in the industry, we offer a wide
range of doors.

Discover your perfect door
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Residor Collection

One of the most secure GRP Composite Doors
at Sheerwater Glass
Residor is an affordable, quality foam core door, brought to you by the people
who make Solidor.
Most foam filled doors on the market are coated with a 1.6mm plastic skin, which offers low level security and fails to pass the most recent security regulations. Residor,
on the other hand, has 3.6mm skin the complies with the most up to date PAS24:2016
security test guidelines.
Residor looks great and is available in a wide variety of styles, and because it’s available in any colour, you can choose the perfect door for your home.

Design and engineering
Glass Reinforced Plastic Doors (GRP) are made by coating a foam slab with a tough
plastic skin. At 3.6mm, Residor is more than twice as thick as the majority of GRP
doors on the market.

Ultion as standard
As one of the most secure GRP composite doors you can buy, it boasts Ultion fitted
locks as standard.
When it detects an attack, a hidden lock within the Ultion automatically engages, so
that even when snapped twice, nothing gets past it. Leaving a key on the inside of the
lock won’t affect its performance either.
Ultion has passed tests that even the finest 3 star locks can’t achieve!
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Residor Collection

Take a look at the Residor door ranges you will be able to choose from and customise.
You can add a splash of colour with an Residor. You will be able to choose from six standard colour
or personalise your door with over 250 RAL colours.

Kendrick 3

Turnberry

Kendrick 4

Timperley 1

Timperley 3

Timperley Fan

Gosforth

Gosforth Solid

Lytham

Toton 1

Toton 2

Chilwell 1

Chilwell 2

Newbridge 2

Newbridge 4

Monsall
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Sheerwater Glass Information

Time, Care & Attention
We take time, care and attention sourcing the latest product technology so that the doors we supply our
customers with are the best available on the market. We’re so confident you’ll be satisfied with your new
door from Sheerwater Glass that we offer a full installation guarantee; we’re not happy until you are.
We have an expert team of door designers and installers to help you make a decision you’re completely
satisfied with.

Expertly installed doors by Sheerwater Glass
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www.sheerwaterglass.co.uk

Contact the team at Sheerwater Glass
Sheerwater Glass are professional door installers and suppliers in
Surrey, offering an extensive range of high-quality uPVC, Timber,
Aluminium and Composite doors throughout Woking and the surrounding areas. Over the past 40 years, we have built a firm reputation for our trustworthy and reliable window & door services.

Call Us: 01932 344 415
One of our friendly staff will help assist you.

Email the Team: info@sheerwaterglass.co.uk
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Sheerwater Glass
Sheerwater
Glass,Ave,
23-27 Dartmouth
23-27
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Woking,
Woking,
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GU21 5PE
GU21 5PE
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£3.99
UK £3.99

